
Sky Broadband Racers Eseries Rulebook - Online
Tournament

The rulebook outlines the rules to be followed when participating in the online segment of the
Sky Broadband Racers Eseries tournament. Failure to adhere to these rules may be
penalised. We therefore strongly recommend that every participant reads the complete rule
set before taking part in the competition. The decisions made by the tournament
administration team are final and cannot be contested.
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1.Player Rules

1.1 Player Gender

- All players must identify as a woman



1.2 Player Residency

- All players must be legal UK residents and/or citizens.

- ‘Residency’ defined: A player is considered a ‘Resident’ when on the date that

the player registers for the tournament they are either a lawful permanent

resident of the UK for at least six months

1.3 Player Age

- All entrants must be over the age of 18 at the start of the tournament.

1.4 No shows

- A player must be online and in the lobby within 5 minutes of the race starts

time. Failure to be in the lobby 5 minutes before will result in a no show.

- No show will mean they have forfeited their race and will no longer take part

in the rest of the tournament.

2.Verification

2.1 Proof of Residency and Age and gender

- Once registered on the tournament platform ‘Sim Grid’ to ensure residency

and age rules are upheld, players must follow the guideline below.

- To prove residency and date of birth you may use any of the following:

Any official identity document - eg, Passport, Birth certificate, driving licence

(including provisional)

Government issued documents - eg, government benefits record, military

registration, etc

Private documentation - eg, school records, deeds, leases, homeowner

association docs, utility bills.

- All online players must complete this form to verify their age and residency -

[VERIFICATION FORM HERE]



- This information will not be stored and will be deleted as soon as the person

has been verified.

3.Game Rules
3.1 EA ID Accounts

- Players must only use 1 account throughout the duration of tournament play.
EA ID’s must be in standard formats, any other format submitted will be
deemed invalid.

- Players must connect their current and main EA ID account to SimGrid, this
EA ID will be the only account they will be using throughout the tournament
and failure to comply with this will result in immediate disqualification.

- Should for any reason, a player needs to change their EA ID, they must notify
the tournament admins immediately, failure to comply with this will also result
in immediate disqualification.

3.2 Registration
To sign up to the tournament all participants must register their information on Sim
Grid.

This includes:
- Valid EA ID
- Discord account
- Valid thesimgrid.com account
- Completed the verification form

4.Tournament Format and Game settings

4.1 Online tournament

- The online tournament will take place on 4th May 2024
- The tournament will take place on the following game: F1 23
- The online tournament will feature a 3 track race with points awarded for each

placement
- After the 3 races have taken place, any tiebreakers will be decided by a time

trial.
- Lobby is capped at 20 players in total



- Top 3 players after the online tournament takes place will be invited to the
Women’s Esports Final 2024

4.2 Race details

● Race 1: Monza
○ Weather: Clear
○ Forecast Accuracy: Approximate

● Race 2: Spa
○ Weather: Clear
○ Forecast Accuracy: Approximate

● Race 3: Brazil
○ Weather: Clear
○ Forecast Accuracy: Approximate

4.3 Lobby Settings

● Maximum players 20
● Car Category: F1 World Car
● Car Setup: Fixed
● Minimum licence level: off
● Steering Assist: Off
● Braking Assist: Off
● Anti-Lock Brakes: On
● Traction Control: Medium
● Dynamic Racing Line: Full
● Gearbox: Manual
● Pit Assist: Off
● Pit Release Assist: Off
● ERS Assist: Off
● DRS Assist: Off
● Weekend Structure: Standard
● Practice Format: Single Session
● Qualifying Format: Short
● Session Length: Medium (35%)
● Starting Grid: Qualifying
● Rules and Flags: On
● Corner Cutting Stringency: Strict
● Parc Fermé Rules: On
● Pit Stop Experience: Immersive
● Safety Car: Off
● Red Flag - Off
● Formation Lap: Off



● Affects License Level: On
● Equal Car Performance: On
● Recovery Mode: None - Flashbacks and autorecovery will be disabled
● Surface Type: Realistic
● Low Fuel Mode: Hard
● Race starts: Manual
● Tyre Temperature: Surface and Carcass
● Pit Lane Tyre Sim: On
● Unsafe Pit Release: On
● Car Damage: Reduced
● Car Damage Rate: Standard
● Collisions: On
● Off for First Lap Only: Off
● Off For Griefing: Enabled

4.4 Points per race

1: 25
2: 18
3: 15
4: 12
5: 10
6: 8
7: 6
8: 4
9: 2
10: 1
11-20: 0

4.5 Technical Pauses
- If a player encounters a problem that prohibits their ability to play the player

must notify a tournament admin to pause the game and provide a reason
before or immediately after the game is paused.

- The remaining player in the match will not be allowed to do anything in game
during the technical pause.

- All players must remain silent whilst an admin tries to fix the issue.
- The admin will make a judgement call on if the lobby must be recreated or the

game continues.

4.6 Disconnects



- Players are encouraged to play on a wired connection in order to avoid
connectivity issues.

- The responsibility of the connection lies with the player
- In the event of a disconnect, the disconnected player forfeits that individual

game but can continue the rest of the series if they connect again.
- If both players are in agreement, the lobby can be recreated and the entire

match played out again.

5. Cheating and Bugs
- If you think a player is cheating or exploiting bugs a player can contact an

admin via the Sim Grid who will pause the game and review.
- If an admin finds that there is cheating or bug exploitation involved, they may

decide to issue a formal warning, match forfeit or disqualification depending
on the severity of the specific circumstance.

- You cannot appeal decisions made by the admin, they are final.

6. Prizes
Prizes breakdown for online tournament only - 4th May 2024

1st Place £100

2nd Place £80

3rd Place £60

4th Place £40

5th Place-10th Place £20 each

11th -20th Place £0

7. Code of Conduct
- Partaking in any form of stigmatism or harassment is strictly forbidden. This includes

but is not limited to racism, sexism, ableism, hate speech etc.
- You may not use any type of username in-game or on discord that is inappropriate in

any way. This includes but is not limited to; containing profanity, sexual references,



hate speech, hateful slogans, condoning terrorism, fascism, child abuse; or that are
in any way religious, political or prone to creating controversy or division.

- Any threats of violence or blackmailing to members or staff of the competition or
discord will be taken seriously and punished.

- Bullying of other parties through repeated trolling, flaming or spamming in a manner
that would be considered harassment by the receiving party is strictly forbidden.

- You may not use any alternative accounts to avoid punishment, harass others etc.
- Impersonating members of staff by creating accounts with close similarity to another

existing Account or user, with perceived intentions to impersonate such other user
without his/her consent or to make comments or create an account causing other
users to believe they come from Guild Esports Staff or from someone with similar
authority, will be punished. Which may include permanent bans from affiliated
competition.

- No doxing (revealing or otherwise reproducing or supplying to anyone another user’s
personal information).

- No phishing (attempting to find out users’ personal information, information
concerning an Account or other information of a private nature from anyone).

- Cheating, Hacking, Scripting, Botting, use of trainers or other hardware or software
applications that are designed to impede the integrity of any event are strictly
prohibited.

- Ghosting, stream-sniping or any other form of broadcasting foul play is forbidden.


